
Detention Is a har-
rowing experience.
But many people
think that once bars
have been removed,
life resumes nor-
mally .

DETENTION . INTERROGA-
TION and torture are traumatic.
When a detaincc walks out of the
prison gates, they often don't feel
quite like the same person that went
in. What they have lived through
behind the closed prison doors
leaves wounds in detainees
memories, which can take a while
to heal .
Many people in detention allege

they have suffered fear, humilia-
tion, degradation and extreme
pain. 'Their sleep, eating and exer-
cise routines arc upset . They are
denied normal contact with other
people. They arc kept in a constant
state of discomfort . Even their abil-
ity to breathe an no longer be
taken for granted, for some say they
have been suffocated with dam-
peood delfts sad bats .
Detainees have no control over

the moot btuic ftnotxiooe sod needs
m their hvet<. This loss of control,
plus pain, discomfort, and fear
often has bad psychological effects
on the detainee . These after-effects
can last years after the detention if
the detainee and his or her friends
do not take action to overcome the
problems.
Under extreme pressures, people

am completely lose touch with rah
sty ; other people become with-
drawn, depressed, feel hopeless
about themselves and may even
beoo.awicidd.
The most common problem

amongst these detaistoes once they
leave prison is called poet-traumatic
stress disorder. The most common
symptom of this is that people
remember the traumatic events
which happened during detention
over and over again.
The ex-detains feels again the

fear and dread they felt at the time .
These feelings arc so real that they
may suddenly start trembling, cry-
lag, or become very anxious .

Normal daily events tike hearing a
car door dam, someone shouting,
or waiting in a queue an jolt these
memories back . Some people
worry that these vivid memories
might make them break down cry-
ing in a social situation, and they
withdraw from other people .

They may also start to hide their
emoborts from their family and
friends for fear of showing their
anxieties to others. They may also
get irritable with people they are
close to .

Many detainees lose their ability
to trust others, especially if they

have been deceived into believing
that their friends have given infor-
mation shout them, or if they have
been betrayed .
Often misinformation given in a

sophisticated way can confuse
people about what really happened
In detention, and who has said
what. 'these issues can be difficult
to clarify .

Sometimes, informers are put in
the cells with other detainees.
Interrogators may play psychologi-
cal games, and may be very under-
standin~ one minute and very
aggressive the next .

All of thri, coupled with longi ela-
don, an break down a detainee's
trust and confidence in building up
honest relationships with other
people.

Their ability to concentrate on
work, reading or specific tasks can
also be affected by these fears and
by their long isolation. Loud noises,
unfamiliar people in familiar
places, sudden shadows or bright
lights an give them a bad fright .
They often slap badly because of
nightmares. The sleep problem an
be very serious, and can make it
more difficult to concentrate
because of tiredness .

Sometimes the fear and worry may
be so bad that people feel unreal, a
if they have lost direct touch with
their bodies and their surroundings,
and feel cutoff from the world, as if
in a bubble .
These symptaru make it dcult

to function normally and efficiently
in jobs, or with family and friends .

The severity of these problems
depends mostly on the severity of
the interrogation or torture .
When people do develop these

symptoms, it mean that they were
subjected to cruel and vicious pres-
sures. It has been reported that
wherever oppressive governments
detain and torture people, in Latin
America, Iado-China, Asia,
Europe as well as South Africa,
these problems are common .
Sometimes as many as 70 percent of
all detainees show these symptoms .
No medicine or pills can take away

these problems . The best treat-
ment is talking thoroughly about
the experierKe, about the fears and
the memories. This is best done
with a trained psychotherapist,
either alone or with others who arc
suffering from similar problems .

The psychotherapist has been
trained through studying the effects
of detention in many societies to
understand how best to end the
problems .

But for people who will not have
access to these therapists, talking to
trusted friends or familiy members,
or talking to other ex-detainees
about the experience is important .

The reason the fears return is that
the experience can leave such a
huge and horrifying impact on
people's minds . One of the most
important things force-detainees to
realise is that their symptoms are a
completely normal response to bar-
baric and inhuman cruelties .

The most important way for family
and friends to give support to an ex-
detainee is to encourage them to
talk about their experiences and
their symptoms, and to listen .

The breakdown of trust that hall-
pens in detention has to be slowly
rebuilt, even with people who are
close, and so it is important that
they an talk about their aperi-
ennoa, feelings and fears without
fearing that this might be repeated
to other people .

Detention can be humiliating and
degrading, and detainees might
have lost a lot of oonfidena, and
fear being made fun or thought to
be weak for their fears by their
friends .

But the symptoms of post trauma-
tic stress are usually worst for those
who have had the worst experi-
ences, and it h no sign of weakness
when these symptoms emerge
afterwards . These symptoms arc
often the way in which people come
to ten with their experience once
the pressure is off, after showing
great strength when the pressure
was on .

So cx-detainees need to know that
their friends and family understand
this, and do not lose respect for
them. The oon®runity must reoog-
nice that these arc normal
responses to a high level of stress .

Ex-detainees often feel very tense .
To lean to relax, it can help to
tighten all your muscles, and then
relax them, and to do deep brea-
thing slowly in and out . It can also
help to do regular exercise, and this
can help with problems sleeping
too, if it is done m the mornings
rather than at night .

Cutting down on coffee, tea and
smoking in de evening also helps
people to sleep better.

The Organisation for Appropriate
Social Services m SA (d ~ )
oomistintg of progrerive
paycluobgisb, paychiatrisbs and
social worker; mud the Detainees
Councilling Service (DSC) can be
contacted for help . Phone Dacom
in Johannesburg at 011 .23 6664.
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